Become « Friends of the Foundation »
Why make a donation?
The main purpose of Panathlon International is to establish
the ideal underlying sports and the moral and cultural values
thereof, as a tool for training and improving people and of
solidarity among men and peoples.
The systematic and continuous actions required from the
clubs have the aim of spreading of the conception of sport
inspired by the ethics of responsibility, friendship, solidarity
and fair play.
The “Domenico Chiesa Panathlon International Cultural
Foundation” was established with the main aim of
implementing the activities of PI through visual art, rewarding
works communicating the values of panathletics and
Olympism.
For this aim, since 2003 the Foundation organises the
International Graphic Arts Competition among high-school
students and the prize-giving. A anthological exhibition of the
works collected during the first 16 years of the competition
was held in March 2019 in the Olympic Museum in Lausanne.
It can also work in other fields of Visual Arts or through other
cultural activities pursuing Panathlon’s aims. In order to do
this, the Foundation is asking for the support of those who, whether Panathletes or not, believe in the
importance of defending and circulating ideal values on which civil co-existence is based and that, through
sport, can be learnt about and applied, thanks to the passion and freedom characterising it.
How does one donate?
Everyone sharing the aims of the Foundation and wishing to support it can, personally or on behalf of Clubs
or Associations, send donations of any amount, exclusively by means of bank transfers. The donors will be
named in a special list * as “Friends of the Foundation” by donating an amount between 50 and 250 euros,
or as “Supporters of the Foundation” if they give more than 250 euros.
The details of the Foundation are:
Beneficiary: Fondazione Culturale Panathlon International – Domenico Chiesa
Address: Via Aurelia Ponente, 1 - 16035 Rapallo (GE) - Italy
Bank: Banco Popolare
IBAN: IT45G050343211000000004062
SWIFT code: BPALITM1582
* Donations may be anonymous or public. Only those donors who express their consent can be listed by
sending an e-mail to info@panathlon.net .
If a donor is a Panathlon Club or another association, it will be indicated in the list as such.

